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 TMT & MIR instrumentation 
◦ Original Science Cases => instrument spec. 
◦ MICHI - 未知 
◦ Current status 
◦ Connection to new (draft) ISDT science cases 
◦  Summary 



1. What is the nature and 
composition of the Universe? 

2. When did the first galaxies form 
and how did they evolve? 

3. What is the relationship 
between black holes and galaxies? 

4. How do stars and planets form? 

5. What is the nature of extra-
solar planets? 

6. Is there life elsewhere in the 
Universe? 



1. What is the nature and 
composition of the Universe? 

Lensed QSO’s, high-z redshifted 
spectral lines to MIR wavelengths 

2. When did the first galaxies form 
and how did they evolve? 

Evolution via imaging & low-
resolution spectra of redshifted lines 

3. What is the relationship 
between black holes and galaxies? 

AGN Studies, ULIRGS;  extending 
from local to moderate-z 

4. How do stars and planets form? Disk analysis, imaging of planet 
‘fingerprints’ in disk 

5. What is the nature of extra-
solar planets? 

Low- and high-spectral resolution 
analysis of disk chemistry 

6. Is there life elsewhere in the 
Universe? 

High spectral resolution of bio-
markers 
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  Japanese lead by Y. Okamoto & M. Honda 
USA lead by C. Packham, M. Chun, & M. Richter 
◦  Strong MIR community interest in Japan & USA 
◦ NSF seed funding (PI: Packham) to define key science 

drivers & optical design 
◦  J-TMT funds (PI: Honda-san) for chopping &  

AO early R&D 
  Instrument capabilities 
◦  High spatial resolution (0.063”) 
◦  High spectral resolution (R~120,000)  
◦ Moderate spectral resolution (R~1,000) 
◦  IFU & polarimetry modes 



  Only with high spatial resolution, we can lower the 
contamination from host galaxy to AGN signal 

  Resolution at z=0.5 
  JWST = 1.5kpc (galactic star forming rings, etc.) 
  TMT = 330 pc (nuclear dominated) 

  Images show 5x increase in spatial resolution 
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  Surrounding area contamination complicates interpretation 
◦  MIR constrains torus to <few pc & clumpy distribution 
◦  1” resolution of nearby AGN shows AGN contribution (<)<30% 

  Image quality & stability a problem for 8m’s 
◦  JWST & AO systems on 30m-class telescopes => high Strehls 
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 未知 fits very well into the wavelength and spatial/
spectral resolution plot of the TMT 

 未知 & the Mid-IR AO system (MIRAO) 
optimized for>7.5µm 
◦  MIRAO to offer 

excellent IQ 
at 3 & 5 µm 
◦ 未知 could offer 

limited 3 & 5 µm 
capabilities 
  Currently considering 

this point carefully 



  Notes 
◦  Point source sensitivity 10σ in one hour elapsed time 

◦  E-ELT at MIR offers D4 performance boost from primary 

◦  Estimated from publications (simple scaling) or on-line calculators 
  Observing/conditions assumptions can be widely different between groups 

>2 orders 

>2 orders 



1.  Order of magnitude more sensitive than 8m-
class even at much higher spectral resolution 
2.  Not as sensitive as space-based observatories	

  Notes 
◦  Point source sensitivity 10σ in one hour elapsed time 

◦  E-ELT at MIR offers D4 performance boost from primary 

◦  Estimated from publications (simple scaling) or on-line calculators 
  Observing/conditions assumptions can be widely different between groups 



Details in Tokunaga et al. 2010 
Very low risk, most components  
available off the shelf 



Modular design to  
ease alignment 

Fore optics	

Imager & low-res 
spectrograph	

High-dispersion 
spectrograph	

Mid-dispersion 
spectrograph 
with IFU	



 Daytime observing 
◦ MIRAO/未知 could exploit excellent seeing 

conditions in early morning hours 
◦  Appears feasible with no loss in performance for 

many bright objects; affords extra 1-2 hours per 
night of TMT observing time 
  Need to understand operational implications 
◦  R&D efforts 
  New NB filters  

in hand to be  
used on Subaru’s  
AO system soon 

  We appreciate the  
help of the Subaru  
AO team (especially  
Hayano-san) 



  FWHM of images/spectra do not tell the 
whole story 
◦  Strehl ratio is also crucial of course, especially 

in regions where the source(s) is embedded in 
diffuse emission 
  Typical for MIR observations 
◦ Telescope  Size   Strehl (8µm) 

Spitzer   85cm  95% 
TMT   30m   90% 
JWST   6.5m   80% 
Gemini   8.1m   ~20-30% 



  Science cases (Okamoto, Packham, Tokunaga, et al. 
2010) ‘flowed’ down into requirements 

  Requirements addressed by feasibility level design 
(Tokunaga, Packham, Okamoto, et al. 2010) 

  Reference document produced (2010) 
◦  Packham et al. 2011a, 2011b, Okamoto et al. 2010 

  Presentations at TMT instrument/science workshops 
(2011, 2013, 2014)  

  Updating science cases to enhance ‘killer-apps’ 
◦  Exo-planets, extragalactic as foci 
◦  Connection to new ISDT outputs being considered 

  Graduate students exchanged over past years 
  NSF MSIP proposal 



  Submitted $4.4M proposal to NSF’s MSIP 
◦  Thanks to the TMT & SAC for their help & approval 

  Review comments very helpful: 
◦  The proposal makes a strong case for the necessity of a mid-IR 

camera with high dispersion capabilities at the TMT.   The 
proposed science drivers (e.g. gas dynamics and organic 
molecules in YSOs, characterization of extrasolar planet 
atmospheres, study of AGN tori and Solar System observations) 
squarely fit with the primary science objectives motivating the 
construction of TMT and are at the forefront of astronomy.  
◦  Given that the NSF participation in the TMT is still not 

confirmed, there is an element of risk that this instrument will 
not be accessible for the broader astronomical community 
outside the TMT consortium.  
◦  It would complement future contemporaneous facilities such as 

JWST  



  Intellectual merit is well presented and very compelling  
  The thought that has gone into the scientific impact is 

impressive and complete  
  If NSF participation in TMT is a realistic possibility, this 

proposal represents a positive step for the U.S. 
astronomical community.   The science is compelling and 
well presented.   The group has the right experience and 
expertise to make this effort successful 

  The science case for MIR with TMT is broad and 
compelling  

  The science case for a mid-IR instrument on a 30m 
telescope is strong, and the preliminary design of this 
complex instrument is important and worthy of funding 



  ISDT (International Science Definition 
Teams) updating science cases for TMT 
◦  Last TMT science case was produced 2007  

  Illustrative science cases from selected 
draft versions of the ISDT products 
follow 



  Thermal waves in gas-giant planets will probe 
the chemistry & atmospheres that give rise to 
features such as the Great Red Spot 

  Volcanoes on Io can be used as occultation 
source(s) revealing complex structures in the 
Jovian atmosphere 
◦  IFU could reveal 5-10 occultations simultaneously 

  Io will be resolved by up to 26 resolution 
elements 
◦ Where does the SO2 atmosphere comes from: 

volcanoes or sublimation? 
 Mars’ atmosphere will be resolvable 
◦  Able to measure the abundances 



  Star formation process & trigger 
 Class 1 binary protostars can be resolved by 
未知 in nearby SF regions 
◦  Complementary to ALMA’s Class 0 goals 

 Heated dust around massive protostars 
◦  1,000 AU structures resolved to distance of 3 kpc 

  Protoplanetary discs are precursors of 
planets, and hence life 
◦ When, where and how do planets form/evolve? 
◦ MIR can probe the building blocks & mechanisms 

of planetary formation 



  Spatially resolved N-band 
spectra of β Pic debris disk 
(Okamoto+2004) 

  Spatial difference of dust feature 
◦  Central condensation of crystalline 

silicate grains 
◦  Several local peaks of small 

amorphous silicate 

β Pic (Telesco+2005) 



Artist’s view of β Pic planetesimal disk	 

Planet imaged 
8-15AU 

Lagrange et al, 2010 

  Spatially resolved N-band 
spectra of β Pic debris disk 
(Okamoto+2004) 

  Spatial difference of dust feature 
◦  Central condensation of crystalline 

silicate grains 
◦  Several local peaks of small 

amorphous silicate 



With an IFU, we can reveal 2D dust distribution 
•  For face-on disks, 2D dust distribution excellent for 

tracing planetesimal belts 
      Slit-scan  time-consuming, background 

variation/transparency can be very troubling 
•  Also eliminates slit loss, well matched to AO 

observations, fixed spectral resolution, flux 
calibration improved, and no slit positioning concern 

•  “The Universe is not 1 Dimensional”, R. Davies 

β Pic image (Telesco+2005) 



  Spitzer protoplanetary disc observations of strong 
emission shows oxygen & carbon species 

  Snow line in discs important to probe water location 
◦  Observed Spitzer,  

requiring high 
spatial & spectral  
resolutions 

  Huge increase  
in available objects 
◦  8m (~30) to  

30m (~100’s) 
  Possibility of pre- 

biotics at such  
resolutions 
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depletions  observed  in  the  Earth  and  the  inner  solar  system  are  universal.  For   instance,  the  Earth’s  
carbon is orders of magnitude more depleted than what would be expected, given the relatively large 
fraction of refractory organic carbon in the interstellar medium and in comets (Lee et al. 2010). 
Observations of volatile carbon carriers with the TMT can constrain models for carbon grain 
destruction. 2) Icy bodies in protoplanetary are generally affected by aerodynamics. In particular, they 
migrate against pressure gradients, leading to a net flow of ice inwards, across the snow-line (Ciesla 
& Cuzzi 2006). Thus, the observed warm molecular gas may be recently sublimated, comet-like 
material, and the infrared lines trace chemical and photo-chemical processing of pre-biotic material. 
The action of such a process has been suggested as an explanation for the observed oxygen isotopic 
fractionation in solar system meteorites (Lyons & Young, 2005). It may also affect the local 
carbon/oxygen ratio, thereby producing a sharp transition from an oxygen to a carbon-dominated 
chemistry, with potentially profound consequences for prebiotic chemistry (Najita et al. 2013). Finally, 
observations of some exoplanetary atmospheres have compositions that suggest the influence of 
large-scale elemental re-distribution in their natal disks (Oberg et al. 2011). Observations of planet-
forming CHONPS molecules with the TMT will therefore provide observable links to the growing 
population of exoplanets.  
 
Medium (R~10,000 for maximizing the line-to-continuum ratio) and/or high-resolution spectroscopy 
(R~100,000, for kinematic information) in the thermal infrared (3—14 micron) on the TMT is poised to 
deliver transformative data on this subject. The increase in sensitivity over the previous generation of 
mid-infrared spectrometers on 8-10 m class telescopes, both due to the larger aperture and 
improvements in detector technology, leads to a tremendous increase in the numbers and types of 
protoplanetary disks for which molecular lines can be observed. Specifically, while ground-based high 
resolution N-band spectroscopy can only reach the few brightest protoplanetary disks, the TMT can 
select targets from a reservoir of 100—1000 protoplanetary disks across the stellar mass range (see 
Figure 8-3). The JWST will be more sensitive, but has too low spectral resolution to resolve lines or to 
separate weak lines from rare species from the forest of bright water lines that is typical for 
protoplanetary disks.   
 
 

 
 

Figure 8-3. The 8 m brightness distribution of protoplanetary disks and young stars in nearby star-forming 
clouds, as observed with the Spitzer Cores to Planet-Forming Disks legacy survey (Evans et al. 2009). It shows 
how many more protoplanetary disks can be reached with the TMT relative to current high-resolution mid-infrared 
spectrometers. 



  The torus intercepts & re-radiates emission, peaking at MIR 
◦  Torus and activity rate shows change in morphology and 

perhaps existence, consistent with disc/wind models(?) 
◦  Need high spatial resolution to disentangle the stellar and/

or nuclear dust emission from the AGN 
  ULIRGs could be starburst or AGN dominated 
◦  High spatial resolution MIR can differentiate sources 

  Understanding the connection of the SMBH to the host 
galaxy remains a key goal: Mσ relationship 
◦  Local galactic cores remain difficult to understand 

  MIRI/JWST excellent sensitivity, but does not have the 
required spatial resolution; may not provide much progress 
◦  Brightness limits may prevent some objects to be observed (?) 



未知 
Solar System: 

Atmospheres, Io 
volcanoes 

Formation of 
Stars & Planets: 

Debris & 
circumstellar discs 

Milky Way & 
Nearby Galaxies: 
Dust production & 

nature Super Massive 
Black Holes: 

AGN, LINERs, Mσ, 
ULIRGS 

Distant AGN: 

Gravitational 
lensing & CDM 



未知 
TMT 

Occupies parameter 
space of strategic 
promise to TMT, 

unoccupied by other 
30m’s 

JWST 
~4.5 times higher 

spatial resolution and 
much higher spectral 

resolution 

SPICA 
Complimentary goals, 

capabilities, and 
development work 

ALMA 
Strong science case 
synergy with discs, 
planets, and galaxy 

discs 

Spitzer & AKARI 
Building on legacy of 

sensitive IR 
observations 

8m’s 
Beyond a ‘transition 
point’ in sensitivity & 
target availability due 

to D4 speed gain 



 Very preliminary (feasibility level) design 
achieved 

  Science cases should be updated & flowed 
down to instrument requirements formally 
◦  Japan/USA collaboration is strong 

  ISDT connections are strong 
  Science synergies to other observatories 

clear 
 Reviews from NSF MSIP generally positive 
◦  But still didn’t get any money...! 

 Good collaborations with E-ELT METIS 





  PWV median of Mauna Kea(MK) 
is 1.86mm, Armazones 2.87mm 
◦  Many more, and/or superior, 

MIR nights => better results 
  Time needed to complete 

observing program on TEXES 
(R~100,000) Gemini proposals 
demonstrates MK’s superiority 

  未知 is the only 30m instrument 
to offer 
◦  20µm capability 
◦  High spectral resolution 
◦  MIR IFU 
◦  Polarimetry 

of temperature and relative humidity in assessing the global
(long-term) statistics of PWV at a given site.

5. RESULTS

5.1 Overall Statistics

Figures 6 and 7 show the overall statistics, in terms of cu-
mulative distribution and histograms, of PWV in the atmo-
spheric column at all TMT candidate sites. The overall
median values computed from the available in situ data are in-
cluded in Table 2 and can be compared to the median values
obtained from the preliminary satellite studies by Erasmus &
van Staden (2001, 2002, 2003) shown in Table 1. The results
from the preliminary studies and those obtained from the in situ
site-testing studies are within 30% for all sites. At Armazones,
Tolonchar, and Mauna Kea they compare to better than 10%
which supports the careful work done by Erasmus and van
Staden in the analysis of 6.7 μm GOES satellite images. The
surface data for Tolar give a PWV median value of 4.7 mm,
about 17% larger than that reported by the Erasmus studies.
Considering that Tolar is the lowest elevation site (see Table 1)
and that the satellite studies make use of radiances in the 6.7 μm
channel whose weighting function is more sensitive to the PWV
in the mid- to upper-troposphere (Erasmus & Sarazin 2001;
2002), it is quite possible that in this case the 4.7 mm PWV
median value is closer to the actual value for this site. The larg-
est discrepancy was found in the case of San Pedro Mártir,
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FIG. 5.—Scatter plot using 680 daily averages of PWV estimated from
225 GHz optical depths (using eq. 2 in this article) and from 13N surface water
vapor density together with a scale height of 1.1 km at Mauna Kea. The 225 GHz
optical depths are observed at the location of the Caltech-Smithsonian Obser-
vatory (SAO) site. The cross-correlation coefficient of the 680 daily averages
was computed to be 0.8.
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FIG. 6.—Overall statistics: Solid lines show the PWV cumulative probability distributions of the TMT candidate sites in the period from late 2004 to the end of 2007.
The median values computed for each of the sites from preliminary satellite studies are shown by the following symbols: Tolonchar (triangle), 13N Mauna Lea (circle),
Armazones (square), San Pedro Mártir (star), Tolar (diamond).
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